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Una scommessa ... 

 
La "semina sperimentale" (senza l'uso delle sostanze chimiche fertilizzanti) ... crescerà nulla ?!  

Avvistato un grosso cobra rosso ... 

... che è riuscito a scappare ... 

 



maggio ... qualcosa inizia a spuntare ...

  

 

 
giugno ... qualcosa cresce  

 

 

 



... poi quando sembrava un successo alle porte ... I Babuini, con il disimpegno di due guardiani, 

hanno maturato il fallimento. DISTRUTTO TUTTO IL CAMPO. 

Comunque, riteniamo che l'esperimento sia 

sufficiente per decidere di distribuire, prima delle prossime piogge di ottobre, alle Famiglie del 

Progetto Sololo pacchi di questo mais da seminare presso le loro capanne ...  

 

hello Dr. Pino i hope you are well and fine. we  the management are sadden and with heavy heart 

inform you that  monkeys invaded the maize shamba ate and destroyed all the maize. we were in the 

field at Adadi and Gadakorma for sensitization, while Abduba was in wayegoda and golole for food 

distribution mobilization. 

we left 2 watchmen to take care of the compound including the maize shamba. the monkeys 

invaded before any one saw has completely destroyed all maize cobs. 



myself and daku convened and emergency meeting to make a decision and communicate to you. the 

maize was almost ready and the stock could be between 150 - 200 maize. we deliberated and came 

to a conclusion that there was negligence of duty and responsibility and therefore, the 2 watchmen 

should take the responsibility.this was a serious laxity on the part of the 2 watchmen our shared 

decision is to dismiss the 2 watchmen from work. we agreed to consult you for your opinion on our 

decision dismiss them. waiting for your opinion 

thank you 

 

Ciao may frainds, The failure of the two guardians is very serious. I want to have photos showing 

the destroyed field. Make an estimate of the amount of damage. That is, I want to know how much 

the value of the mais has been destroyed. With regard to the two guards, I would let them choose 

whether to be laid off or whether they want to remain in service by agreeing to restrain the village 

the value of the damage that their negligence has caused. If they choose to pay, they have to 

evaluate their work in the past, if it has always been well done or if they have been badly behaved. 

In the light of these assessments, the MT will decide the exact amount that each of them will have 

to pay; Even considering how much the responsibility of each of them has had in this episode of 

negligence. The payment can also be made at rates, decided by MT, with a deduction to be made on 

their future monthly salaries. waiting for your opinion thank you rgds Pino 

 

Hallo again Dr pino thank you for the reply from your side concernig this issue of the monkey 

Daktari what i told what you so and what you hear are different we told you but we so it And we fill 

bitter after all that priod, to me i am with my dicision upto now On the other hand they not the one 

we give reward last time but we will see what to do Thanks for that few remarks Yours 

 

hello Dr. Pino, we had a busy day in Gada korma doing registration for SOH food relief.thank you 

for your opinion. 

the issue of reward or found sleep cannot be used in this case. i do not know who were given the 

money and i was not involved in setting indicator for the reward. 

secondly every case has it on merit and judged individually on its gravity. the person who saw the 

destruction of the shamba.react more to the lose than the person who heard it. 

Myself and Daku have deliberated on your opinion of fining them and accepted your consideration 

that they should be penalized. the value of the damage is high. green maize is more expensive. the 

time and the investment made in the shamba is also money. the penalty  given to these 2 should be 

seen as a stern warning to others with the same laxity  and negligence. 

in agreeing with your opinion we made a shared decision to deduct from their salary for the month 

of July 50% one installment. this will be a lesson.  we shall use the money to buy green maize for 

our children from Ethiopia.i will write a last warning letter to both of them as the last chance given 

to them through you 

attached find the pictures of the destruction caused, the scene was saddening 



thank you 

rgds 

 
 


